A common complaint expressed by managers is that they
do not know what is happening at the grass roots of their
operations. This is particularly relevant when operating
plants and divisions for which they are responsible are
regionally based. Consistency in the processes used in
each operation is very important, but so often does not
happen.
Personnel have a tendency to stick with what they know and will often ﬁnd
a work-around that suits them rather than use the processes that have
been designed for purpose. This makes it exceptionally diﬃcult to manage
performance.
An audit of the adherence to business processes will highlight these
inconsistencies. A visual display of all the detailed processes that are
currently happening provides a powerful tool to managers, in order to
make empowered decisions.
Our highly skilled Supply Chain consultants are
able to identify problem areas within the Supply
Chain and very quickly get to the root of the
problem.
The purpose of embarking on an exercise of this
nature is to provide insight into the detailed tasks
which are happening every day and to identity
breakdowns in the communication channels. This
will also map the interactions between operations
within the process-ﬂow, identify duplications of
work and identify bottlenecks and areas where
unresolved issues are not dealt with. Brown
Papers identify and provide support for changes.

We use a Brown Paper Mapping technique to map the
work ﬂow as it exists. We interview process owners to
get to the root of problem areas and identify weakness
in the process.
We use process mapping technology to provide a
comprehensive view of the current state of the
business. We provide reports on the status and highlight
quick ﬁxes and present plans for long term ﬁxes.

Identiﬁcation of Dead Zones
—places where work sits or get
held up
Highlighting lost time—people
looking for work
Identifying duplication of eﬀort
and work
Recognition of broken interfaces
and communication channels
Highlighting checkers checking
the checkers — to many
approval levels
Identify value-add versus non
value-add activities

What can a process audit
highlight?

